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Renaissance architecture is the European architecture of the period between the early 14th and early 16th
centuries in different regions, demonstrating a conscious revival and development of certain elements of
ancient Greek and Roman thought and material culture. Stylistically, Renaissance architecture followed
Gothic architecture and was succeeded by Baroque architecture.
Renaissance architecture - Wikipedia
French architecture ranks high among France's many accomplishments. Indications of the special importance
of architecture in France were the founding of the Academy of Architecture in 1671, the first such institution
anywhere in Europe, and the establishment in 1720 of the Prix de Rome in architecture, a competition of
national interest, funded by the state, and an honor intensely pursued.
French architecture - Wikipedia
Cardiff City hall in Cardiff is one of the finest civic buildings constructed during the Edwardian period and has
the brilliant proportions and elegant interiors of the age.
Edwardian - ontarioarchitecture.com
Dotdash's brands help over 100 million users each month find answers, solve problems, and get inspired.
Dotdash is among the fastest-growing publishers online.
Dotdash
By Evan Mantyk. From least greatest (10) to greatest greatest (1), the poems in this list are limited to ones
originally written in the English language and which are under 50 lines, excluding poems like Homerâ€™s
Iliad and Edgar Allan Poeâ€™s â€œRaven.â€• Each poem is followed by some brief analysis.
10 Greatest Poems Ever Written | Society of Classical Poets
Georgian Colonial became the rave in New England and the Southern colonies during the 1700's. Stately and
symmetrical, these homes imitated the larger, more elaborate Georgian homes which were being built in
England.
House Styles - The Look of the American Home
Plan group travel for your team. Whether traveling with teammates or coworkers, Marriott International offers
group travel deals and hotels designed for any gathering.
Group Travel Hotels | Marriott Meetings & Events
Marta G. Wiley Studios MARTA WILEY is an â€œInternationally Renowned Artistâ€• - Painter, Singer,
Entrepreneur, Filmmaker, Speaker and Author. She holds a record for being one of the most prolific Artists in
the 21st Century.
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